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1. Introduction 
 
The era of industrialisation has started with manufacturing plants in the late 18th century with the introduction 
of the steam engine. The use of steam power for industrial ends was the most significant breakthrough for 
productivity enhancement. Steam-engines now powered weaving looms. This industrial progress has 
brought other developments such as the steamship and the steam-powered locomotive. These had a 
significative impact on society, boosting the transportation of goods for long distances.  
Late at the end of the 19th century, the concept of mass production was born, with the discovery of electricity 
and assembly line production. During this epoch of time, society witnessed some of the most important 
innovations regarding communications, transport, and manufacturing (e.g. Telephone, by Meucci, the light, 
by Thomas Edison, and the introduction of the assembly line with the Ford Model T). 
The age of automation is widely known as the third industrial period, where the new technologies were only 
programmable memory controls without any human assistance. This advance boosted the automation of 
the entire production process that became significantly faster and cost-effective. 
The advent of new digital assets with the birth of the Internet of Things and the implementation of Cyber-
Physical Systems (CPS) opened the fourth industrial revolution. This was emphasised by the focus on real-
time data acquisition and processing, automation, machine learning and interconnectivity. The entire 
industrial production will be affected by this new digital age creating a more holistic and better-connected 
ecosystem for the companies. 
The construction industry lags behind the others in terms of fully embracing Industry 4.0. It expresses 
hesitation regarding the adoption of the new strategies within its industrial production processes. As a 
consequence, the construction industry is not improving as expected in terms of productivity and efficiency. 
Therefore, it is going through a period to cap all the new technological solutions to empower and relaunch 
the industry, not just to achieve better performances but also to enhance quality and safety. 
The singularities of construction industry somehow affect the desired application of disruptive technologies 
involved in the Industry 4.0. Every construction project can be affected by several different factors that not 
necessary occurs in other industries, and hence, standard approaches are not always possible to adopt.  
Therefore new strategies are needed to be settled in three different levels: company level, sector level and 
government level. 
 

2.Industry 4.0 fundamental concepts  

2.1 Insight into Industry 4.0  
 
The rise of the modern period aims to empower the industry like it is known nowadays, turning it more 
promising in the future. It is remarkable in different ways, such as the interaction of humans and machines, 
how things will interconnect and share data creating Cyber-Physical Systems and how data will ensure the 
process of the interconnection through the Internet Of Things (IoT).  
 
Industry 4.0 can be defined succinctly in nine main concepts such as Big Data, autonomous robots, 
simulation, horizontal and vertical system integration, industrial internet of things, cyber-security, cloud, 
additive manufacturing augmented reality. Therefore, according to the information provided in the present 
literature, the concepts are described below [1]. 
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2.2 Big data  
 
The definition of Big Data is linked to a large volume of 
data, structured and unstructured, that the companies 
need to manage. Nevertheless, it is also essential to 
analyse all generated data to comprehend the relations 
among features and explore information. By three main 
characteristics terms: the 3 V’s: volume, velocity and 
variety. Also comprehends another dimensional term 
which makes up the 5 V’s: additionally variability and 
veracity [2]. 
 

2.3 Simulation 
 
Simulation plays a significant role in reducing production 
life-cycle failures, increasing products quality and 
improving the process of decision making. In the same 
perspective, it is a way to ensure overall quality in the 
least time possible. 
The challenges imposed by Industry 4.0 have simulation technologies as a way to change the whole 
factories operation plants. These technologies act upstream of production processes by creating virtual 
models as close as possible to the real scenarios [3]. 
 

2.4 Horizontal and Vertical Integration 
 
Vertical integration is a strategy adopted by companies to enhance their value chain to firmly have complete 
control regarding all the processes comprehended in their production. 
Horizontal integration is a strategy that can be applied at different levels, such as production stages, the 
whole production process and in the entire firm. 
All the technologies, belonging to the scope of the Industry 4.0, will perform essential transformations in 
the horizontal and vertical integration systems. In the horizontal integration, the advent of the new industrial 
revolution will ease the founding and conservation of nets that create and add value [4]. 
 

2.5 The Industrial Internet of Things 
 
This same industry 4.0 brought new concepts and developments regarding how elements “things” are 
interconnected and how they share data. Items or “things” embedded with sensors are capable of sharing 
data for a better understanding of their state with other “things” and automated systems within the 
environment. Considering that digital and smart objects with digital CPS are not created for the same 
purpose, it is relevant to distinguish devices applied to the industry from the others that respond for 
distinctive natures [5]. 

 

2.6 Cyber-security 
 
The Industry brings more integration in processes and interconnectivity. More data are produced and 
shared among devices that could belong to people, groups, institutions, corporations or even governments. 
Therefore, cybersecurity constitutes a subject of the relative importance that justifies the reason to plan and 
adopt preventive strategies to avoid uncooperative situations that could compromise the integrity and the 
normal function of the entities above [6]. 
 

2.7 Cloud-computing 
 
The establishment of the smart devices and operational processes related to the concept of future smart 
factories and data sharing will continue growing in quantity. For these reasons, it is essential to look for a 
better performance of cloud technologies. The central characteristics of cloud computing are the 
virtualisation of computing resources and services. The present technologies aid in leveraging the 
computing services in five mains attributes: on-demand service, infinity elasticity and rapid scalability, on a 
regular basis, through pooled resources and with broad network access [8]. 

Figure 1-Industry 4.0 System [1] 
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2.8 Industry Automation and Additive Manufacturing 
 
The AM is a disruptive technology aiming to transform all the conventional and traditional industry these 
days profoundly. Industry 4.0 granted the creation of additive manufacturing, that will play a key role in the 
forthcoming years being an optimal technology for reducing complexity and enhance efficiency in 
production processes. Also, permits fast prototyping and decentralisation [9]. 
Additive manufacturing can also be described as 3D printing, and currently, it is possible to find large 
different 3D printers in the global market that operate for different purposes and with several options in 
terms of materials, such as metal alloys, polymer composites, ceramics, woods, fibres and composite 
materials such as concrete. Figure 2 shows an overview of the primary materials most used in AM 
Robots take an essential role in a vast number of industries to execute complex tasks and perform 
collaborative work along with humans in industrial processes. 
Nevertheless, it is essential to assure a safe working environment since the injuries that could be caused 
by physical contact between humans and robots will create a significant constraint that can affect the 
workers' trust by working along with collaborative robots [10]. 
Traditional robots arose to improve performance, rendering more speed and precision to industrial 
processes. However, robots are not only cooperative but also collaborative. This means that they support 
the worker's jobs as humans when the safety conditions are guaranteed, enabling the human-machine 
collaborative work and thence giving born to the concept of the cobot. 
 

2.9 Augmented, virtual and mixed reality 

 
Table 1 - AR, VR and MR 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Augmented Reality (AR) 
 

Virtual information is overlayd on the real 
environment. However, there is no integration, and 
this technology will perform several tasks in 
different industries, providing reduced labour risks, 
serving as the way for industrial training and 
learning. 

 
 

Virtual Reality (VR) 
 

Another technology to aid industry operations but 
has a different definition compared to AR. In VR, 
the environment is virtual, no real as AR, and the 
user can somehow interact with it realistically. 
 

 
 

Mixed Reality (MR) 
 

This is the combination of both AR and VR, 
allowing the user, for instance, to adopt virtual 
solutions in the real model, but unlike AR, the real 
and virtual environments can interact and share 
data. 

Figure 2-General overview of current research materials for AM in the forthcoming era [11] 
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3 Industry 4.0 within the construction 
 

3.1 The need for theory in the construction industry 
 
Besides the technical constraints in construction, the lack of explanations of the observed behaviours 
regarding construction activities occurs due to an absence of theoretical approach. This leads to adverse 
outcomes that hinder an efficient co-operation of people and further progress. For example, a fast 
progression of trainees in construction companies could be at stake [12]. 
The TFV theory is considered fundamental in construction to overcome general problems regarding 
numerous construction projects. Although, such theory can be divided in two: the theory of production in 
general and the theory applied to the characteristics of construction.  

 

3.2 Big Data technologies and Big Data Analytics in construction 

 
Construction industry already deals with a large volume and different formats of data, provided by the 
implementation of new methodologies and interconnected devices, enhancing shared data all over the 
construction’s project. For instance, Building Information Modelling (BIM), is a new methodology for 
construction, allowing to share and manage data consistently through the building’s life-cycle. This process 
has brought the construction industry into the era of Big Data [13]. 
When contextualising Big Data within construction, there is a need to enter in some subtleties, and for that 
reason, there is a need to distinguish two complementary aspects: 
 

− Big Data Engineering - Supports data storage and processes activities. 

− Big Data Analytics - Reads and analyse data to perform some insights and drive to decision making. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3 -Big Data Structure[13] 

3.4 Automation in construction and additive manufacturing 
 
Automation in construction 
 
The construction industry is underperforming in terms of productivity and in the adoption of several digital 
technologies that cause severe delays when compared to others. Not only productivity constitutes a 
problem but also the shortage of skilled workers. For instance, according to the U.S.Bureau of Labour 
Statistics, approximately two hundred thousand jobs in the construction industry were left unfilled in 2017 
[14]. 
According to [26] new automation technologies encompasses new production concepts such as robot-
oriented design, robot industrialisation, construction robots, site automation and ambient robotics. 
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3.5 Additive Manufacturing 
 
Concrete Additive Manufacturing 

 
A well-known technology in the construction 
industry is the additive manufacturing of concrete 
(AMoC) or 3D concrete printer. The process of 
constructing layer by layer permits to employee 
mass customisation, freedom of design and waste 
minimisation[15]. However, since this technology 
is at an early stage of development, it is not 
possible to address large scale printing. Some 
pilot projects are in progress such as:  Skanska 
3D Concrete Printing project and WinSun 3D 
Printing Technology [16]. 
 
 
Steel Additive Manufacturing 
 
MX3D is a Dutch start-up known for developing robotic additive manufacturing technology for 3D Metal 
printing lines in mid-air. This technology allowed the company to print a footbridge across a canal in 
Amsterdam, the Oudezijds Achterburgwal. The goal was to showcase the potential application of a multi-
axis 3D printing technology. This is not an unconnected project, and MX3D worked alongside Arup, 
Autodesk, ArcelorMittal, Lenovo, ABB, Liquide&Oerlikon, Play movement, AMS and TU Delft. Those 
partners were responsible, respectively, for providing metallurgical expertise, assists in digital production 
tools, computational hardware, robotics expertise, welding knowledge and research [18]. 
 

For steel additive manufacturing this 
company uses steel, stainless steel, 
aluminium, bronze copper to print lines in 
mid-air by adding small amounts of molten 
metal.  
Another significant factor is the software 
used since further printable lines are 
desirable. For instance, vertical, horizontal 
and spiralling lines require different 
settings. 

 
 

 

3.5 Simulation in construction 

 
Computer simulation is a powerful tool used regularly in the manufacturing industry to analyse and forecast 
behaviours in models tested in different scenarios. The outcomes support decision making, enhancing 
accuracy and reliability. In the construction, simulation occurs not so regularly as manufacturing, but it is 
known that the need for this kind of applications exists in a wide range of specialities (e.g. pipe-laying, dam 
construction, tunnelling, modelling of soil excavation, crane operations and others) [19]. 

 
Digital Twin 

 
It is a high-tech simulation concept, consisting in a digital replica of the real construction site, where data is 
always being shared between the two systems (possible by the existence of sensors embedded in physical 
objects).  
 

3.6 Horizontal and vertical system integration 
 
In a competitive world where technological signs of progress and highly qualified individuals quickly grow, 
it is essential for construction companies to look for new challenges to strengthen their position in the 
market. For that reason, it is common to see companies that increase their size through the years of activity, 

Figure 4- Concrete Printed House by WinSun [16] 

Figure 5 - Additive Manufacturing technologies by MX3D [18] 
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achieving economies of scale and reducing competition - horizontal integration. However, companies with 
a striving horizon need to internally expand by tightening up their supply chain, reducing costs and access 
to new distributing channels – vertical integration [20]. 

 

3.7 Industrial Internet of Things and 5G 
 
The IIoT was mentioned previously as the contextualization of IoT in industry and how the devices are 
interconnected and share data along the value chain. The connection of things conveyed by the internet to 
share data is central to the performance of cyber-physical systems. In the construction industry, the internet 
of things will be responsible for interconnection of devices, vehicles and home appliances allowing users 
and general workers to control objects more efficiently and in safe conditions [21]. 
The new technologies and the Internet of Things are expected to affect cost reduction, safety enhancement 
and smart design. Controlling costs and project management have a profound impact on construction and 
IIoT will deliver solutions towards better outcomes [22]. 
5G represents the connection of everything and empowers the Internet of Things and the Industrial Internet 
of Things. The main characteristics of 5G succinctly are: high bandwidth, low latency, and total coverage. 
Therefore, for remote operations that necessarily implied real-time response, this was the most waiting 
feature for long-distance operations. 
Heavy construction machinery will when 5G arrives be remotely controlled with real-time responsiveness. 
This is possible due to low latency that allows a fast response of any command. So, any operator, from 
long geographically places, can operate such machines with safety. The two advantages of this type of 
technology are to facilitate the operation in hostile environments and to permit the workers to operate other 
machines around the world without leaving is the place [23]. 

 

3.8 Cloud Construction Computing 

 
In the construction industry, cloud computing will perform a proper role to obtain the desired outcomes 
regarding productivity, efficiency and effectiveness. The adoption of cloud into construction will be leverage 
mostly by Building Information Modelling, allowing better integration, data storage, connected job sites and 
easy data sharing. However, unforeseen situations might occur mostly due to security issues and costs. 
Also, the lack of internet can constitute a severe issue when connecting to the job site. Although, with a 
highly reliable internet connection, as 5G is, this situation will no longer be a constraint [24]. 

 

3.9 Augmented, virtual and mixed reality in construction 
 
These different realities are trending technologies in construction with more evidence of AR. The 
applications are vast with satisfactory outcomes. However, the mixed reality is at an early stage compared 
to the others because it comprises an integration of both VR and AR where real elements can interact with 
virtual ones. Therefore, these two realities are recognisable in one single environment, allowing technicians 
to perform better technical assessments. 
It is possible nowadays to use devices that read the real environment and overlays the virtual objects 
coming from BIM. This BIM integration with AR represents a significant step forward in an industry in need 
of progress. 
A right pre-planning stage avoids future financial and time constraints. For that reason, VR is a valuable 
technology that uses 3D models to explore accurately possible design errors and conflicts, permitting better 
decision-making to assure the desirable quality of the construction projects [25] 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 8 - AR device [31] Figure 7- Virtual simulador [32] Figure 6 - Microsoft Holelens [33] 
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4. Tower Cranes structural and dynamic systems 
 

4.1 Structural a dynamic overview 
 
The tower crane is equipped with a significant impact on the construction site. It is a steel structure that 
rises several meters into the air, and three significant parts constitute them: structural support, mast (or 
tower) and the slewing unit 
The support is the most crucial part because it is responsible for holding the entire crane steady and 
anchoring the crane in place. The base usually is fixed but can be mobile. When attached, the crane is 
bolted directly to the concrete pad and when mobile the bottom goes on rails. 
The mast is the part connected to the base and allows to adjust the height. Usually, it raises several meters 
from the ground with a considerable visual impact. 
The third part is the slewing unit that includes the gear, the motor and the horizontal jib. This allows the 
tower crane to twist and turn, to move the objects around. These are carried out by the hook attached to 
the trolley that runs horizontally through the jib section. Also, these, have a load limit to be carried out due 
to the forces acting on the crane. The loads' limits are different for each position on the jib section, tending 
to decrease along the jib [26]. 
 
Hoist Line 
 
The hoist line comprises: the hoist rope, one rope pulley on slewing platform, another one rope pulley on 
the tower and then a hoist drum located in the hoist unit. In this unit, besides the drum, are placed other 
components such as the electric cabinet (the control), the eddy current brake, the ventilation grid, the 
angular planetary gear and the electromagnetic shift. 
 
The hoist drum is the component that is responsible for load’s lifts and comprises the hoist drum that winds 
the rope into a cross-pattern, avoiding the line’s entanglement [27]. 
 
Trolley line 
 
The trolley is in control of the radial displacement of the tower, also helps to stabilise the load. It comprises 
these elements: the trolley drum, twin trolleys, rope guides, travel gear and connection bars [27]. 

 

4.2 Safety components and design 
 
The safety requirements regarding tower cranes should follow the criteria of the EN14439+A2-.2009, that 
establishes the essential health and safety requirements of the machinery directive 2006/42/EC. Therefore, 
all the aspects concerning the resistance of materials, stability, mechanisms, steel cables, anti-collision 
systems, anemometers, conditions of the static test and others are within the scope of the aforementioned 
European norm. The electrical requirements are in the scope of the EN60204-32:2008 and the 
electromagnetic compatibility is related to the EN61000-6-2:2005 / EN61000-6-4:2007/A1:2011. Although 
the EN14439 introduces new elements from the Federation Europeene de la Manutention (FEM). Those 
concerns to the FM 1001,1004,1005 and FM 1007( FM 1001 and FM1005 have a more detailed description 
below) , that are respectively the “Rules for the design of hoisting appliances (1998)”, “recommendation for 
the calculation of wind loads on crane structures (2000)”,”Recommendation for the calculation of tower 
cranes structures in out the service conditions (2003)” and the “recommendations to maintain tower cranes 
in safe conditions (2003)”. The FEM provides technical guidance to specific requirements where Cranes 
are included. Also, provides cooperation and assistance to World and European organisations for 
standardisation and harmonisation of specific legislation to the equipment [28]. 
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5 Automation Systems in Tower Cranes 
 

5.1 Control Systems Insight 
 
The objective of implementing control systems depends on the desired performance of an existent system 
by modifying its behaviour. The sources required to understand control systems are stringently connected 
to the linear systems and feedback. 
 
To design a controller, it is expected a specific purpose that regards the way that a particular system is 
expected to behave when subjected to different inputs. For that purpose, most of what concerns to the 
design of control systems are linked to mathematical models. Therefore, to understand these models 
required knowledge of mathematics is fundamental, to understand basic concepts and skills such as 
differential equations and Laplace transforms [29]. 
 
Control theory should be solid to gain the necessary insight to have a better understanding of the 
phenomena of the control systems and deal with issues of particular interest, such as:  
 

 

▪ Unforeseen exterior disturbances, sensor noises and 
internal dynamics in the control system. 

 

▪ The error process between the output and the setpoint 
when it is driven to zero. Relevant to assess how fast and 
smooth it occurs. 

 

▪ The stability state of the closed-loop systems. 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

Figure 9 - Tower Cranes structural design abacus [28] 

Figure 10 -Schematic feedback control system 
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5.2 Network Systems Topologies  

 
Three types of network’s systems are known: 
centralised systems, decentralised systems and 
distributed systems. 
 
The relevance of each system depends on the 
technologies available and the purpose that 
requests to have correspondence. Also, an 
analysis of the technical features is required to 
assess the feasibility and consistency when 
applying to a single or multi-robot system. 
Regarding the decision process on which of the 
three systems might be suitable for a defined 
purpose, the conception decision should take 
into consideration what are the strengths and the 
weaknesses in the whole system [30]. 
 

6 Conceptual control system for a 
tower crane 

 

6.1 Equipment control system 

 
The most suitable control system, due to the 
operations' complexity, is a closed-loop control. The 
inputs are only the planning trajectories defined by 
polar coordinates. Considering that the equipment 
has only three degrees of freedom is not expected 
to apply the concept of reverse kinematics on a 
cartesian reference 

 

6.2 Control systems in construction 
activities 

 
The scope of the present case study is to explain the logic behind the slab’s concreting activity. An initial 
coordinate defines the starting point. From the starting position, the equipment needs a superior command, 
given by the foreman to make the equipment move to the direction of the concrete filling coordinate 
(𝟎, 𝜽𝟎, 𝒛𝟎). Then, the basket will be filled with concrete until a certain weight (determined via a sensor 
device applied in the hoist line mechanism). With the basket full of concrete the next movement will depart 
from the position (𝟎, 𝜽𝟎, 𝒛𝟎) until (𝒊, 𝜽𝒊, 𝒛𝒊) ( i represents the number of coordinates matching each part 
of the desirable slab),where the final position receives the last quantity of concrete carried out by the crane’s 
basket. However, the activity should consider some external disturbances that could affect the global 
cranes process such as wind speed, possible collisions with other equipments or structural elements, 
equipment structural stability and any engine unexpected behaviour. A possible absence of sensors may 
call into question the workers’ safety, ineffective activities and equipment malfunctions. 
Viewing the activity regarding the robotic performance of the designed system that aims to accomplish the 

Figure 11 - Centralised, Decentralised and Distributed Network 
Systems [30] 

Figure 12- Tower crane 3D model 

Figure 13 - Tower crane control configuration 
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whole task of concreting the top building slab proves not to be sufficient for the intended purpose. It is 
relevant to look better for the entire process for then realise that logistics and planning assume a relevant 
aspect to the success of the concreting task and others that may come. In terms of planning, it is necessary 
for an accurate definition of coordinates that concern the materials supply. In this case study, the definition 
of one single point where the basket will be filled with concrete has relevance for the controlling system. 
The controller automatically knows the location of the real source, and that will easier all the process of 
instructions and operability. 
 
All the logistics matters and aligned with the planning will optimise and monetise all the equipment process 
towards the defined purpose. The strategies combined can avoid time waste and enhance a more desirable 
synchronisation that has a profound impact on the parts involved, resulting in better outcomes in terms of 
time and costs. Since this system encompasses one single controller, the logic of the whole network system 
is centralised. The operation can be supervised by one or more workers that can be either on the 
construction site or way and giving instructions remotely 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

7 Conclusion 
 
Industry 4.0 concepts in construction are particularly challenging, mostly due to a vast number of 
singularities that characterises the production processes. Although, the new industrial era brings new 
opportunities to change the shape of the conventionalism regarding production and managing processes. 
Several applications concerning Industry 4.0 were contextualized into construction, and the expected 
outcomes are proven to be promising. With Building Information Modelling even more integrated into 
construction industry projects not just in the early stages but also at the whole project life-cycle-The era of 
Big Data and Cloud technologies finally arrives inflicting big changes in how data is processed, analysed 
and stored. 
The IIoT assumes a central feature of Industry 4.0, and at the context of construction, the expected 
outcomes are vast and profoundly transforming. The advent of the new mobile generation network- 5G- 
brings relevant developments allowing more shared data and interconnected devices without connection 
delays giving an instant response. Therefore, real-time operations, necessary for tower cranes remotely 
controlled, will be leveraged by such technology. Also, simulation tools appear to gain extra benefits from 
IIot, allowing managers to act upstream, avoiding undesirable situations. Regarding this last technology, 
Digital Twin comes as key modelling technology with a promising impact allowing to create the digital 
construction site with constant information being shared with the real construction events  
Automation will leverage to better productivities in construction processes, and additive manufacturing 
arrives as a challenging, disruptive technology that will reduce the size of the construction site and the 
number of the workers needed for construction duties, increasing production rates, permitting mass 
customisation and reducing costs.  
Robotics was the chosen subject for a particular case study. The reason regards the impact of the 
integrated technologies in the whole construction equipment and construction production processes. 
Therefore, the impact of a control system in a tower crane powered by 5G will drive the equipment to 
achieve better performances with a significant increase in the safety conditions since it will no longer be 
needed an operator in the cabin’s control.  
 
 
 
 

Figure 14 -Schematic representation of a building slab 
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